
FWG-02513 Mill (county, location, mill name) Title (short description of image) Year Notes/comments

MIXED01_01
Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's Town or 
Blackdown Mill Preserved smock mill with sails 1970s

MIXED01_02
Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's Town or 
Blackdown Mill Preserved smock mill with sails 1970s

MIXED01_03
Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's Town or 
Blackdown Mill Close-up of sails of preserved smock mill 1970s

MIXED01_04
Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's Town or 
Blackdown Mill

Close-up of sails of preserved smock mill 
showing furled canvas 1970s

MIXED01_05
Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's Town or 
Blackdown Mill Preserved smock mill with sails 1970s

MIXED01_06
Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's Town or 
Blackdown Mill

Close-up of sails of preserved smock mill 
showing furled canvas 1970s

MIXED01_07 Sussex: Shipley, King's Mill Preserved smock mill with sails 1970s

MIXED01_08 Unknown
Exterior view of large stone watermill 
building showing chimney and wheel late C20

MIXED01_09 Lancashire: Haigh
View of derelict tower windpump showing 
detail of roller-reefing sails and striking gear 1960s

MIXED01_10 Hampshire: Andover, Town Mill
Exterior view of watermill building, evidently 
still in use, by stream

1960s or 
1970s

MIXED01_11 Unknown
View of what are possibly sluice gates of 
watermill, seen through undergrowth late C20

MIXED01_12 Unknown

View of man and girl with dog inspecting 
exterior of stone watermill building;shows 
overshot wheel with launder late C20

MIXED01_13 Essex: Ingatestone, Mill Green Preserved post mill with sails 1960s

MIXED01_14 Sussex: Gatwick Manor
Tower of imitation smock mill under 
construction 1960s

MIXED01_15 Norfolk: Garboldisham
Derelict post mill with two sails and most of 
roundhouse gone c1970



MIXED01_16 Norfolk: Halvergate, Mutton's Mill
Mid-distant view of derelict tower windpump 
with sails and windshaft c1970

MIXED01_17 Norfolk: Halvergate, Mutton's Mill
Derelict tower windpump with sails and 
windshaft c1970

MIXED01_18 Norfolk: Topcroft
Surviving trestle and derelict roundhouse of 
post mill c1970

MIXED01_19 Unknown, prob. Norfolk/Suffolk
Surviving trestle, post and crowntree of post 
mill late C20

Remains stand partly overgrown in 
middle of field

MIXED01_20 Unknown
View inside watermill showing various large 
iron gearwheels late C20

MIXED02_01 Cambs: Bourn
Mid-distant view of preserved open-trestle 
post mill with sails late C20

MIXED02_02 Cambs: Great Chishill Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails
1960s or 
early 70s

MIXED02_03 Norfolk: Tottenhill
Surviving trestle and lower roundhouse 
walling of post mill late C20

MIXED02_04 Cambs: Great Chishill Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails
1960s or 
early 70s

MIXED02_05 Unknown
Exterior view of watermill(?) building with 
chimney, by road late C20

MIXED02_06 Unknown
Section of coloured map, prob. C17/18, 
showing open-trestle post mill

photo 
taken late 
C20

MIXED02_07 Unknown
View inside derelict and gutted smock mill 
base (main part of mill gone) late C20

MIXED02_08 Unknown

Remains of demolished windmill or 
watermill, showing pile of bricks, part of iron 
mortice gear wheel and other items on 
ground late C20

MIXED02_09 Sussex: St Leonards, Silverhill Mill
Wreckage of demolished smock mill showing 
two pairs of stones 1966

MIXED02_10 Unknown
Unidentified new metal components in 
workshp late C20



MIXED02_11 Prob. Southern/S E England
Old postcard of watermill building with two 
wheels and bellcote on roof

late 
c19/early 
C20

Have seen this image on a previous 
disc. Card bears legend "Photo - J S 
Howard"

MIXED02_12 Sussex: Ore, Black Mill
Smock mill preserved with windshaft and 
dummy cap

late 
c19/early 
C20

MIXED02_13 Prob. SE England
Unidentified weatherboarded watermill 
building by pond late C20

Appears to have separate 
wheelhouse

MIXED02_14 Prob. SE England

Exterior view of part brick, part 
weatherboarded watermill building showing 
wheel late C20

MIXED02_15 West Sussex: Hardham
Large watermill building with chimney and 
two wheels 1916? ID and date from Stidder

MIXED02_16 Sussex: Clayton "Jack"
Tower mill without sails and scaffolded for 
repair; cap apparently being repainted

early to 
mid-
1970s

MIXED02_17 Prob. SE England
Large white weatherboarded watermill 
building by millpond, with chimney late C20

MIXED02_18 SE England, prob. Sussex

Detail of watermill building showing 
pentrough with millwright's nameplate 
showing it to be by Coopers of Henfield late C20

MIXED02_19 Sussex: St Leonards, Silverhill Mill
Wreckage of demolished smock mill with one 
pair of stones visible 1966

MIXED02_20 Sussex: St Leonards, Silverhill Mill
Surviving base of demolished smock mill with 
some wreckage of smock on top 1966

MIXED03_01 Cumbria? Derelict tower of stone tower mill late C20

MIXED03_02 Staffs: Cheddleton, flint mills
View of pair of preserved watermills, each 
with wheel late C20

MIXED03_03 Unknown
View inside roundhouse of post mill showing 
main post and quarterbars late C20

MIXED03_04 SE England, prob. Sussex
Exterior view of large weatherboarded 
watermill building late C20



MIXED03_05 Suffolk?Norfolk? Derelict tower of tower mill late C20

MIXED03_06 Norfolk?

View inside tower mill showing parts of cap 
frame, wallower and upright shaft plus what 
appears to be solid wood truck wheel late C20

MIXED03_07 Surrey: Outwood Close-up of spring sails of preserved post mill late C20
MIXED03_08 Sussex: Shipley, King's Mill Preserved smock mill in working order late C20
MIXED03_09 Sussex: Shipley, King's Mill Preserved smock mill in working order late C20

MIXED03_10 Unknown
View inside windmill or watermill showing 
wooden gearwheel and pinion late C20

MIXED03_11 Unknown

View of what is presumably watermill 
building, church-like in appearance with 
Gothic windows, and apparently converted 
to living accommodation late C20

MIXED03_12 Kent: Cranbrook, Union Mill Preserved smock mill with sails 1960s
MIXED03_13 Kent: Cranbrook, Union Mill Preserved smock mill with sails 1960s
MIXED03_14 Unknown As 03_11 late C20
MIXED03_15 Kent: Cranbrook, Union Mill Preserved smock mill with sails late C20

MIXED03_16 Sussex: Earnley Derelict smock mill with two sails
1960s or 
early 70s

MIXED03_17 Unknown

View inside watermill showing foot of upright 
shaft along with governors and part of pit 
wheel and hurst frame late C20

MIXED03_18 Unknown
View of large watermill building converted to 
house

1960s or 
early 70s

MIXED03_19 Prob.Lowfield Heath, Surrey
Close-up of post, quarterbars and crosstrees 
of post mill (part of roundhouse missing) 1960s

MIXED04_01 Prob. Pakenham, Suffolk

Distant view of tower mill in working order: 
sheep being driven to farm/market in 
foreground, blocking road! 1960s



MIXED04_02 East Anglia?
Exterior view of large preserved watermill 
building with lucam late C20

MIXED04_03 Sussex: Rye
Imitation windmill surrounded by scaffolding 
for repairs 1960s

MIXED04_04 Unknown

View inside watermill showing upright shaft, 
crown wheel, layshaft, pulley and casing for 
one pair of stones 1960s

MIXED04_05 Suffolk: Pakenham Tower mill in w/o 1960s

MIXED04_06 Northumberland: Woodhorn
Derelict tower mill with brakewheel and 
fragments of stocks and sails

1960s or 
early 70s

MIXED04_07 Lincs: Heckington Preserved tower mill with eight sails
1960s or 
early 70s

MIXED04_08 Lincs: Heckington Preserved tower mill with eight sails
1960s or 
early 70s

MIXED04_09 Unknown
Preserved watermill building (or mill house?) 
by river

1960s or 
early 70s

MIXED04_10 Baylham, Suffolk?
Preserved white-weatherboarded watermill 
building by river

1960s or 
early 70s

MIXED04_11 Unknown Derelict watermill building with lucam late C20

MIXED04_12 Unknown
View inside watermill showing unidentified 
auxiliary machine (silk screen flour dresser?) late C20

MIXED04_13 Sussex: Icklesham, Hog Hill
Post mill under repair, with new sails on 
ground awaiting fitting c1968

MIXED04_14 Unknown
Unidentified watermill building showing twin 
waterwheels late C20

MIXED04_15 Sussex: Rye
Imitation windmill surrounded by scaffolding 
for repairs 1960s

MIXED04_16 Sussex: Rye
Imitation windmill surrounded by scaffolding 
for repairs 1960s

MIXED04_17 Kent: Smarden
Surviving trestle of post mill along with 
windshaft, tail beam and other wreckage 1950s



MIXED04_18 Kent: Smarden

Part of surviving trestle of post mill along 
with brakewheel, wallower, upright shaft, 
great spur wheel and other wreckage 1950s

MIXED04_19 Sussex: West Blatchington Preserved smock mill scaffolded for repair 1966
MIXED04_20 Unknown View of private house and garden late C20 No apparent mill relevance 

MIXED05_01 Sussex: Mayfield, Argos Hill Preserved post mill with sails
1960s or 
early 70s

MIXED05_02 Kent: Wittersham, Stocks Mill
Preserved post mill with sails: man on ladder 
working on repairs to side 1960s

MIXED05_03 Sussex: Waldron, Cross-in-Hand, New Mill Derelict post mill with two sails c1970

MIXED05_04 Sussex: Waldron, Cross-in-Hand, New Mill
Tailpole fan, carriage and winding gear of 
post mill c1970

MIXED05_05 Sussex: Waldron, Cross-in-Hand, New Mill

Fantail and part of roundhouse and buck of 
derelict post mill, with damaged sails lying on 
ground nearby c1970

MIXED05_06 Sussex: Icklesham, Hog Hill Distant view of preserved post mill with sails c1970

MIXED05_07 Sussex: Rye
Imitation smock mill with stocks but no sail 
frames c1970

MIXED05_08 Sussex: Polegate Preserved tower mill with sails c1970

MIXED05_09 Unknown
Part of chapel or other ecclesiastical 
structure in rural or garden setting late C20 No apparent mill relevance

MIXED05_10 Unknown Unidentified gearing inside watermill late C20
MIXED05_11 Kent: Leigh, Stocks Green Ruined base of former smock mill 1960s

MIXED05_12 Unknown

View looking down through wheelpit of 
unidentified watermill at top of overgrown 
iron wheel late C20

MIXED05_13 Sussex: Polegate Preserved tower mill with sails late C20



MIXED05_14 Unknown
Old photo showing group of unidentified 
buildings by pond

late 
c19/early 
C20 Mill relevance?

MIXED05_15 Unknown
Close-up of wheel of unidentified watermill, 
apparently turning late C20

MIXED05_16 Unknown

Interior view of watermill showing wallower, 
pit wheel, great spur wheel, stone nuts and 
hursting late C20

MIXED05_17 Unknown

Interior view of watermil showing upright 
shaft, pit wheel, wallower, great spur wheel, 
pinion and layshaft late C20

MIXED05_18 Unknown

Interior view of derelict watermill showing 
upright shaft, crown wheel, layshaft and 
other gearwheel, purpose unknown late C20

MIXED05_19 Unknown
Upright shaft, crown wheel and other gearing 
of watermill in 05_18 late C20

MIXED06_01 Unknown
Interior of derelict watermill showing 
dismantled gearing late C20

MIXED06_02 Unknown

Interior of watermill showing pit wheel, 
bevelled stone nut, tentering screw and iron 
hursting late C20

MIXED06_03 SE England?
Unidentified watermill building, stone with 
tiled roof, by pond late C20

MIXED06_04 Unknown
Derelict watermill building showing wheel 
and pentrough late C20

MIXED06_05 Unknown
Preserved watermill (tide mill?) building by 
what appears to be estuary late C20

MIXED06_06 Sussex: Horsham, River Mill
Artificially coloured postcard showing 
watermill building by mill pond

late 
c19/early 
C20



MIXED06_07 Sussex: Horsham (Horeham?)

Watercolour painting showing watermill 
building, with wheel, by pond; 
weatherboarded section above wheel C19/C20

MIXED06_08 Unknown
Unidentified watermill building, apparently 
converted to house late C20

MIXED06_09 Unknown
Close-up of axle and arms of wheel of 
unidentified watermill late C20

MIXED06_10 Unknown Unidentified stone watermill building late C20

MIXED06_11 Unknown
Men at work apparently excavating 
foundations of building late C20

MIXED06_12 Surrey: Cobham, Painshill Park View of (very large) restored waterwheel late C20

MIXED06_13 Surrey: Cobham, Painshill Park

View of (very large) restored 
waterwheel;group of visitors (mill 
enthusiasts?) examining it late C20

MIXED06_14 Close-up of waterwheel late C20 late C20

MIXED06_15 Sussex: Durrington, High Salvington
Restored post mill with sails; concrete 
roundhouse not yet replaced with wood one c1990

MIXED06_16 Sussex: Durrington, High Salvington
Restored post mill with sails; concrete 
roundhouse not yet replaced with wood one c1990

MIXED06_17 Sussex: Shipley, King's Mill Smock mill in working order

late 
c19/early 
C20

MIXED06_18 Sussex: Shipley, King's Mill Smock mill in working order

late 
c19/early 
C20

MIXED06_19 Unknown
Unidentified house-converted watermill 
building by stream late C20

MIXED06_20 Unknown
Unidentified preserved watermill building by 
road late C20



MIXED07_01 Sussex: Fishbourne
Artificially coloured postcard showing 
watermill building and mill pond

late 
c19/early 
C20

MIXED07_02 Cambs: Great Chishill Preserved post mill with sails c1970

MIXED07_03 S E England, prob. Sussex
Unidentified preserved watermill building, 
part brick and part stone with tiled roof late C20

MIXED07_04 S E England, prob. Sussex
Unidentified preserved watermill building, 
part brick and part stone with tiled roof late C20

MIXED07_05 Surrey: Catteshall
The Catteshall water turbine and associated 
gearing on ground; Martin Watts inspecting it late C20

MIXED07_06 Surrey: Catteshall
The Catteshall water turbine and more of its 
associated gearing laid out on ground late C20

MIXED07_07 Surrey: Catteshall
Close-up of large gearwheel, part of turbine 
gear late C20

MIXED07_08 Surrey: Catteshall
Catteshall water turbine and associated 
gearing laid out on ground late C20

MIXED07_09 Unknown

Interior view of unidentfied watermill 
showing upright shaft, pit wheel, wallower 
and great spur wheel late C20

MIXED07_10 Unknown
Close-up of internal waterwheel of 
unidentified watermill late C20

MIXED07_11 Unknown
Interior view of unidentified watermill 
showing pair of roller mills late C20

MIXED07_12 SE France: Alphonse Daudet's windmill Restored tower mill with sails late C20
MIXED07_13 SE France: Alphonse Daudet's windmill Restored tower mill with sails late C20

MIXED07_14 Sussex: Nutley Derelict post mill with sails; body propped c1968

MIXED07_15 Sussex: Nutley Derelict post mill with sails; body propped c1968



MIXED07_16 Sussex: Nutley Derelict post mill with sails; body propped c1968

MIXED07_17 Sussex: Nutley
Interior view of post mill showing brake 
lever, hook and roof studs c1968?

MIXED07_18 Sussex: Nutley Derelict post mill with sails; body propped c1968
MIXED07_19 Unknown View of footbridge and mill race(?) late C20

MIXED07_20 Unknown
View of large watermill (tide mill?) building 
by what appears to be estuary late C20

MIXED08_01 Unknown
View of what are presumably foundations of 
former watermill building late C20

Not clear if this or group of buildings 
in distance are the subject of the 
photo

MIXED08_02 Unknown

Child standing on small wooden footbridge 
over stream; large modern building (hotel?) 
in background late C20 Mill relevance not clear

MIXED08_03 Unknown Large derelict watermill building with lucam
mid-late 
C20

MIXED08_04 Suffolk: Woodbridge Large tide mill building in course of repair
mid-late 
C20

MIXED08_05 Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill

Internal view of tower mill showing great 
spur wheel, stone nut, two pairs of governors 
and underside of bedstone late C20

MIXED08_06 Sussex: Durrington, High Salvington

Preserved post mill (boarding in need of 
repair) with dummy sails and concrete 
roundhouse

mid-late 
C20

MIXED08_07 Sussex: Durrington, High Salvington
Preserved post mill with dummy sails (one 
missing) and concrete roundhouse

mid-late 
C20

MIXED08_08 Unknown, prob. Sussex/Hants Disused watermill building with wheel late C20
MIXED08_09 Unknown, prob. Sussex/Hants Derelict watermill building by road late C20



MIXED08_10 Prob. Sussex

Looking down onto wheel and launder of 
unidentified watermill: launder has name of 
millwright (Blackalls(?), Steyning) on it late C20

MIXED08_11 Unknown
View of wheel and launder of unidentified 
watermill late C20

MIXED08_12 Unknown, prob. Sussex/Hants As 08_06 late C20

MIXED08_13 Sussex: Nutley
Post mill scaffolded for repair, with breast 
exposed showing new framing; stocks still on c1971

MIXED08_14 Sussex: Nutley Restored post mill with sails 1970s

MIXED08_15 Sussex: Nutley
Substructure of post mill showing new 
crosstree and quarterbar c1970

MIXED08_16 Probably S/SE England

Unidentified watermill building with wheel, 
by river: building is in two sections, one 
weatherboarded and the other stone with 
mansard/hipped roof late C20

MIXED08_17 Probably S/SE England
Close-up of wheel of unidentified watermill, 
probably that in previous image late C20

MIXED08_18 Unknown
Interior of watermill showing upright shaft, 
pit wheel, wallower and great spur wheel late C20

MIXED08_19 Unknown

View of undentified watermill, 
weatherboarded on brick lower storey, with 
wheel by pond late C20

MIXED08_20 Prob. Surrey/Sussex

Unidentified derelict weatherboarded 
watermill building with external pulley for 
engine drive late C20

MIXED09_01 Unknown
View looking down onto top of turning(?) 
waterwheel, with pipes adjacent late C20



MIXED09_02 Prob. Sussex/Hants/Wiltshire

Unidentified watermill building, stone with 
brick quoins and tiled roof; preserved or 
house-converted late C20

MIXED09_03 Prob. SE England
White weatherboarded watermill building by 
pond late C20

MIXED09_04 Prob. Sussex/Hants Disused watermill building with wheel late C20

MIXED09_05 Prob SE England
Exterior view of watermill building in good 
condition by pond with mill race late C20

MIXED09_06 Sussex: Fletching

Artifically coloured postcard showing 
watermill building with "tower" section 
topped by observation platform

late 
c19/early 
C20

MIXED09_07 Sussex: Funtington, West Ashling
Watermill with hollow-post windmill in 
working order on roof

late 
c19/early 
C20

MIXED09_08 Prob. SE England

Part of white weatherboarded watermill 
building showing wheel and arched bridge 
over stream late C20

MIXED09_09 Unknown
Part of watermill building showing wheel and 
fine cast-iron launder late C20

MIXED09_10 Unknown

Interior of watermill building showing pit 
wheel, wallower, upright shaft, great spur 
wheel, stone nut and hursting late C20

MIXED09_11 Cambs: Great Gransden Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails
1980s or 
90s

MIXED09_12 Cambs: Great Gransden
Derelict and leaning open-trestle post mill 
with stocks 1970-79

MIXED09_13 Unknown (not SE England or East Anglia)
Group of stone/thatched buildings one of 
which is presumably watermill late C20

MIXED09_14 Unknown Large derelict watermill building

late 
c19/early 
C20



MIXED09_15 Unknown
Looking down at partly overgrown wheel of 
unidentified watermill late C20

MIXED09_16 Unknown

Interior of watermill showing casings for two 
pairs of stones, hursting, and various wooden 
shafts and gearwheels late C20

MIXED09_17 Baxterley, Warwickshire? (pre-1968-9 if so)

Wooden windshaft with iron poll end, stocks, 
main post and other timbers of collapsed 
post mill on ground late C20

MIXED09_18 Unknown
Man standing by unidentified piece of 
timberwork late C20

MIXED09_19 Unknown
Large derelict watermill (tide mill?) building 
by estuary late C20

MIXED09_20 Unknown
Interior of watermill (wooden) showing 
trunking and bracketing for support columns late C20

MIXED10_01 Unknown
Interior of watermill showing various shafts, 
gearwheels and pulleys late C20

MIXED10_02 Shalford, Surrey?
Exterior of tiled/weatherboarded watermill 
building apparently part converted to house late C20

MIXED10_03 Shalford, Surrey?
Exterior of tiled/weatherboarded watermill 
building apparently part converted to house late C20

MIXED10_04 Sussex: Waldron, Cross-in-Hand, New Mill Post mill in w/o 1960s
MIXED10_05 Sussex: Shipley, King's Mill Smock mill in working order late C20

MIXED10_06 Sussex: Winchelsea, St Leonards' Mill

View inside post mill showing brakewheel, 
pair of cullen stones for grinding beans, and 
part of drive to same late C20

MIXED10_07 Unknown

Rubble and lower courses of brick smock mill 
base seen earlier on this file, now 
demolished late C20



MIXED10_08 Unknown

Interior of post mill showing main post, 
tentering gear, stone spindle and underside 
of bedstone late C20

MIXED10_09 Sussex: Shipley, King's Mill Smutter late C20
MIXED10_10 Sussex: Nutley Open-trestle post mill in w/o c1890?

MIXED10_11 Unknown Site of quarry showing recent excavations late C20 Mill relevance? 

MIXED10_12 Unknown Site of quarry showing recent excavations late C20 Mill relevance? 

MIXED10_13 Unknown
Pentrough and sluice gates of watermill, 
showing control mechanism late C20

MIXED10_14 Prob. Sussex/Kent

Large part-brick, part-weatherboarded 
watermill building, derelict and partly 
overgrown late C20

MIXED10_15 Prob. Sussex/Kent

Large part-brick, part-weatherboarded 
watermill building, derelict and partly 
overgrown late C20

MIXED10_16 Prob. Sussex
Section of rim of waterwheel with legend "W 
Cooper millwright 1870" late C20

MIXED10_17 Prob. Sussex

Interior view of watermill showing wheel 
seen in previous image, and revealing it to be 
without buckets late C20

MIXED10_18 Prob. Sussex

View inside watermill showing pentrough 
with legend "W Cooper Millwright and 
Engineer Henfield 1871" late C20

MIXED10_19 Sussex: Nutley
Derelict post mill with sails; body propped 
and canvas on roof preparatory to repairs c1968

MIXED10_20 Unknown brick wall late C20
MIXED11_01 Unknown pile of bricks late C20
MIXED11_02 Unknown pile of bricks late C20

MIXED11_03 Lincs: Boston, Maud Foster Mill Five-sailed tower mill in w/o
1980s or 
90s



MIXED11_04 Cambs: Great Chishill Preserved post mill with sails
1960s or 
early 70s

MIXED11_05 Unknown
View inside watermill showing waterwheel, 
crankshaft and pistons late C20

MIXED11_06 Unknown

Group of brick or weatherboarded buildings 
by river/pond, one of which is presumably 
watermill late C20

MIXED11_07 Yafford or Calbourne, Isle of Wight?

Part of watermill building showing wheel, 
pentrough and launder; children and other 
visitors in background late C20

MIXED11_08 Yafford or Calbourne, Isle of Wight? Close-up of wheel, launder and pentrough late C20

MIXED11_09 Unknown
Interior of watermill showing pit wheel, 
wallower and great spur wheel late c20

MIXED11_10 Unknown
Exterior view of part brick, part boarded 
watermill building showing wheel late C20

MIXED11_11 Isle of Man; Laxey, Isabella Wheel
Preserved waterwheel and associated 
structures late C20

MIXED11_12 Isle of Man; Laxey, Isabella Wheel
Preserved waterwheel and associated 
structures late C20

MIXED11_13 Isle of Man; Laxey, Isabella Wheel
Preserved waterwheel and associated 
structures late C20

MIXED11_14 Eling tide mill, Hants?
Exterior view of large derelict watermill 
building late C20

MIXED11_15 Sussex: Bishopstone
Painting of windmill and tide mills during 
flood

dated 
1876?

MIXED11_16 Warwickshire: Chesterton Restored tower mill with sails
1970s or 
80s

MIXED11_17 Sussex: Nutley
Sunset and snow scene showing restored 
post mill with sails

1970s, 
80s or 
90s



MIXED11_18 Prob. SE England

Exterior view of derelict, partly 
weatherboarded watermill building with 
wheel late C20

MIXED11_19 Sussex: Nutley
Sunset and snow scene showing restored 
post mill with sails

1970s-
90s

MIXED11_20 Prob. Sussex

Exterior view of part brick, part 
weatherboarded watermill building with 
wheel late C20

PARKMILL01_01 Prob SE England Exterior view of watermill building by pond late C20

PARKMILL01_02 Prob SE England Exterior view of watermill building by pond late C20 Same mill as in 11_20

PARKMILL01_03 Unknown Man dressing stone within watermill building late C20

PARKMILL01_04 Unknown Man dressing stone within watermill building late C20

PARKMILL01_05 Prob. SE England Exterior view of watermill building by pond late C20 Same mill as 11_20

PARKMILL01_06 Prob. SE England Exterior view of watermill building by pond late C20 Same mill as 11_20

PARKMILL01_07 Unknown Man dressing stone within watermill building late C20

PARKMILL01_08 Unknown Man dressing stone within watermill building late C20

PARKMILL01_09 Unknown Man dressing stone within watermill building late C20

PARKMILL01_10 Unknown Man dressing stone within watermill building late C20

PARKMILL01_11 Unknown Man dressing stone within watermill building late C20

PARKMILL01_12 Unknown Man dressing stone within watermill building late C20



PARKMILL01_13 Prob. SE England Exterior view of watermill building by pond late c20 same mill as in 11_20

PARKMILL01_15 Unknown
Part of watermill building showing 
waterwheel and pipes late C20

PARKMILL01_16 Unknown
Interior view of watermill showing upright 
shaft, crown wheel and one pair of stones late C20

PARKMILL01_17 Prob. SE England Exterior view of watermill building by pond late C20 same mill as in 11_20

ROWNERMIL01_01 Unknown
Part of watermill building showing 
waterwheel and pipes late C20 Same mill as in 01_15

ROWNERMIL01_02 Sussex: Rowner

Demolition of watermill showing part of 
lower walls, waterwheel and other wheel still 
in place late C20

ROWNERMIL01_03 Sussex: Rowner

Demolition of watermill showing shell of 
brick part of building, with some wreckage of 
timber part lying on riverbank: wooden shaft 
and gearwheels in foreground late C20 As 01_02

ROWNERMIL01_04 Sussex: Rowner
Demolition of watermill showing rubble by 
mill race late C20 As 01_02

ROWNERMIL01_05 Sussex: Rowner

Close-up of shell of brick section with 
wooden shaft and gearwheels in foreground 
and wreckage of timber part nearby late C20 As 01_02

ROWNERMIL01_06 Sussex: Rowner

Demolition of watermill showing part of wall 
of brick section with wooden shaft and 
wood/iron gearwheels lying in front of it late C20 As 01_02

ROWNERMIL01_07 Sussex: Rowner

Demolition of watermill showing part of wall 
of brick section with wooden shaft and 
wood/iron gearwheels lying in front of it late C20 As 01_02



ROWNERMIL01_08 Unknown
Bin floor of derelict watermill showing detail 
of structural timbers late C20

ROWNERMIL01_09 Unknown
Interior view of derelict watermill showing 
detail of gearing and flooring late C20

ROWNERMIL01_10 Unknown
Interior view of derelict watermill showing 
detail of gearing and flooring late C20

UNKNOWN01_01 Unknown
View of derelict/disused watermill building 
with wheel late C20

UNKNOWN01_02 Unknown

View inside partly collapsed/demolished 
watermill showing detail of timber framing 
plus upright shaft and crown wheel late C20

UNKNOWN01_03 Sussex: Forest Row, Tablehurst Mill
Derelict part brick, part weatherboarded 
watermill building with wheel

late 
c19/early 
C20

UNKNOWN01_04 Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill Derelict post mill with two sails
late 
1970s

UNKNOWN01_05 prob. Keymer, Sussex

Interior view of post mill showing side 
girt/crowntree joint with iron reinforcing 
bracket late C20

UNKNOWN01_06 prob. Keymer, Sussex

Interior view of post mill showing side 
girt/crowntree joint with iron reinforcing 
bracket late C20

UNKNOWN01_07 prob. Keymer, Sussex
View inside roundhouse of post mill showing 
main post and quarterbars late C20

UNKNOWN01_08 prob. Keymer, Sussex

Interior view of roundhouse of post mill 
showing lower part of post, with brick 
column supporting it, and crosstrees late C20 Same mill as 01_07

UNKNOWN01_09 prob. Keymer, Sussex

Interior view of post mill showing 
windshaft/brakewheel mounting, taken from 
in front late C20



UNKNOWN01_10 prob. Keymer, Sussex
Interior view of post mill showing 
unidentified gears, shaft and pulley late C20

Prob. sack hoist/auxiliary drive at 
Keymer

UNKNOWN01_11 Unknown
Unidentified timberwork showing what 
appears to be charring by fire late C20

UNKNOWN01_12 Unknown
View inside post mill showing brake- or 
tailwheel late C20 Prob. Keymer

UNKNOWN01_13 prob. Keymer, Sussex

Interior view of post mill showing side 
girt/crowntree joint with iron reinforcing 
bracket late C20

UNKNOWN01_14 prob. Keymer, Sussex

Interior view of post mill looking down over 
top of b/w at windshaft and b/w mounting in 
breast late C20

UNKNOWN01_15 Unknown Derelict watermill(?)building and outhouse late C20

UNKNOWN01_16 Unknown
Long, low, derelict building with chimney, 
probably structure seen in previous image late C20 Not sure if mill

UNKNOWN01_17 Unknown
Large, impressive, C18/Regency building in 
course of demolition late C20 Not sure if mill relevant

UNKNOWN01_18 Unknown
View inside unidentified brick building, 
showing door into outhouse late C20 mill? 

UNKNOWN01_19 Unknown
View inside unidentified building showing 
passage with doors on either side late C20 mill? 

UNKNOWN01_20 Unknown
View inside unidentified building showing 
door into passage late C20 mill? 

UNKNOWN02_01 Unknown

View inside unidentified building showing 
passage with doors on either side,and iron-
framed "roundel" window in ceiling late C20 mill? 



UNKNOWN02_02 Unknown

Interior view of watermill (or post mill) 
showing detail of timber framing plus part of 
great spur wheel(?) and tentering gear late C20

UNKNOWN02_03 Unknown
Interior view of watermill (or post mill) 
showing detail of timber framing late C20

UNKNOWN02_04 Sussex: Waldron, Cross-in-Hand, New Mill
Derelict post mill undergoing repair, with 
remains of sails being removed c1976

UNKNOWN02_05 Sussex: Waldron, Cross-in-Hand, New Mill
Derelict post mill undergoing repair, with 
remains of sails being removed c1976

UNKNOWN02_06 Sussex: Waldron, Cross-in-Hand, New Mill
Derelict post mill undergoing repair, with 
remains of sails being removed c1976

UNKNOWN02_07 Sussex: Waldron, Cross-in-Hand, New Mill
Derelict post mill undergoing repair, with 
remains of sails being removed c1976

UNKNOWN02_08 Sussex: Waldron, Cross-in-Hand, New Mill
Derelict post mill undergoing repair, with 
remains of sails being removed c1976

UNKNOWN02_09 Unknown
Derelict outbuildings and unidentified brick 
structure in garden late C20

UNKNOWN02_10 Unknown View of millpond with sluice gates and weir late C20

UNKNOWN02_11 Unknown
View of sluice gates and millpond with 
various buildings grouped around it late C20

UNKNOWN02_12 Unknown View of millpond late C20 No mill shown

UNKNOWN02_13 Unknown Derelict outbuildings (those shown in 01-09) late C20 Mill relevance?

UNKNOWN02_14 Unknown

Derelict wind engine with axle and 
weathervane still in place but most of 
windwheel gone late C20

UNKNOWN02_15 Unknown

Derelict wind engine with axle and 
weathervane still in place but most of 
windwheel gone late C20



UNKNOWN02_16 Sussex: Waldron, Cross-in-Hand, New Mill

Two men, one of whom is owner and former 
miller John Newnham, supervising removal of 
stock c1976 Shows JN

UNKNOWN02_17 Sussex: Nutley Restored post mill with sails turning 1970s

UNKNOWN02_18 Sussex: Nutley
Restored post mill with common sails spread 
with canvas and apparently turning 1970s

UNKNOWN02_19 Sussex: Rowner

Wreckage of demolished watermill showing 
upright shaft, wallower, great spur wheel and 
other gearwheels late C20

UNKNOWN02_20 Sussex: Rowner

Wreckage of demolished watermill showing 
upright shaft, wallower, great spur wheel and 
other gearwheels late C20

UNKNOWN03_01 Sussex: Rowner

Upright shaft, great spur wheel and 
secondary gear ring inside demolished 
watermill late C20

UNKNOWN03_02 Sussex: Rowner

Brick shell of demolished watermill with 
wreckage of timber section lying nearby; 
some gearwheels also visible late C20

UNKNOWN03_03
Wreckage of demolished watermill showing 
upright shaft and gearwheels late C20

UNKNOWN03_04 Sussex: Rowner

Wreckage of demolished watermill showing 
upright shaft, hursting and various 
gearwheels late C20

As previously under Rowmer: good 
view

UNKNOWN03_05 Unknown Surviving base of smock mill in yard late C20

UNKNOWN03_06 Unknown
Part of watermill(?) building showing small 
iron waterwheel late C20

Rather charming little waterwheel; 
plus could assist ID

UNKNOWN03_07 Sussex: Silverhill, St Leonards' Mill
Base of demolished smock mill with some 
wreckage of smock on top 1966

UNKNOWN03_08 Sussex: Silverhill, St Leonards' Mill
Base of demolished smock mill with some 
wreckage of smock on top 1966

UNKNOWN03_09 Unknown
Partly collapsed/demolished shell of wooden 
watermill late C20

Fire burning nearby suggests 
demolition



UNKNOWN03_10 Unknown Surviving base of smock mill in yard late C20

UNKNOWN03_11 Unknown
Small iron overshot waterwheel, partly inside 
building, with pump(?) and launder late C20 Probably same mill as 03_06

UNKNOWN03_12 Unknown

Small iron overshot waterwheel within 
miniature "hut" - same site as in 03_06 ad 
03_11 late C20

UNKNOWN03_13 Unknown
Quant with mace and rynd leaning against 
door of brick building late C20

UNKNOWN03_14 Unknown

Interior view of watermill showing pit wheel, 
wallower, upright shaft, great spur wheel, 
stone nuts and hursting late C20

UNKNOWN03_15 Unknown
Interior view of watermill showing great spur 
wheel, stone nut and bridge tree late C20

UNKNOWN03_16 Unknown Surviving base of smock mill in yard late C20

Base appears more intact here, 
suggesting previous photos show it 
under demolition

UNKNOWN03_17 Sussex: Nutley Restored post mill with sails 1970s
UNKNOWN03_18 Sussex: Nutley Restored post mill with sails 1970s
UNKNOWN03_19 Sussex: Nutley Restored post mill with sails 1970s
UNKNOWN03_20 Sussex: Nutley Restored post mill with sails 1970s
UNKNOWN04_01 Unknown View of bin floor of watermill late C20

UNKNOWN04_02 Sussex: Battle, Caldbec Hill Mill
House-converted smock mill with new cap 
and stocks 1970s

UNKNOWN04_03 Unknown
Gearwheels of former watermill lying in 
garden late C20

UNKNOWN04_04 Unknown
Gearwheels of former watermill lying in 
garden late C20

UNKNOWN04_05 Prob. SE England
Part of white weatherboarded watermill 
building and mill race late C20

UNKNOWN04_06 Prob. SE England
Part of white weatherboarded watermill 
building and mill race late C20



UNKNOWN04_07 Unknown Foundations of former watermill? late C20

UNKNOWN04_08 Unknown
Man at work inside watermill; photo is dark 
so not asy to make out details late C20

UNKNOWN04_09 Prob. SE England
Unidentified small watermill building seen 
through undergrowth late C20

UNKNOWN04_10 Sussex: Nutley Sunset view of restored post mill late C20
UNKNOWN04_11 Sussex: Nutley Sunset view of restored post mill late C20

UNKNOWN04_12 Prob. SE England
Unidentified small watermill building seen 
through undergrowth late c20

UNKNOWN04_13 Unknown
Part of watermill building showing section of 
iron waterwheel late C20

UNKNOWN04_14 Unknown

View looking down onto top of turning(?) 
waterwheel, showing penstock and 
associated gearing late C20

UNKNOWN04_15 Unknown
Disused watermill building with wheel, seen 
across pond late C20

UNKNOWN04_16 Unknown

Compass-arm gearwheel leaning against wall 
of building under 
repair/conversion/demolition late C20

UNKNOWN04_17 Unknown
Interior view of watermill showing pit wheel, 
wallower, great spur wheel and iron hursting late C20

UNKNOWN04_18 Cumbria/Yorkshire: Calbeck, Low Mill
Artificially coloured postcard showing 
watermill building with wheel

late C19 
or early 
C20

UNKNOWN04_19 Foreign
Group of buildings apparently of foreign 
design late C20 No apparent mill relevance

UNKNOWN04_20 Foreign
Group of buildings apparently of foreign 
design late C20 No apparent mill relevance

UNKNOWN05_01 Foreign
Group of buildings apparently of foreign 
design late C20 No apparent mill relevance

UNKNOWN05_02 Foreign
Group of buildings apparently of foreign 
design late C20 No apparent mill relevance



UNKNOWN05_03 Foreign
Group of buildings apparently of foreign 
design late C20 No apparent mill relevance

UNKNOWN05_04 Foreign
Group of buildings apparently of foreign 
design late C20 No apparent mill relevance

UNKNOWN05_05 Foreign Wooden church-type building late C20 No apparent mill relevance
UNKNOWN05_06 Foreign Wooden church-type building late C20 No apparent mill relevance

UNKNOWN05_07 Foreign
Group of buildings apparently of foreign 
design late C20 No apparent mill relevance

UNKNOWN05_08 Foreign
Group of buildings apparently of foreign 
design late C20 No apparent mill relevance

UNKNOWN05_09 Unknown Close-up of iron internal waterwheel late C20
UNKNOWN05_10 Unknown View of bin floor of watermill late C20

UNKNOWN05_11 Hampshire: Headley Mill, Bordon
Stone floor of watermill showing two pairs of 
stones, stone crane and oat crusher late C20 Name of mill is on flour bag

UNKNOWN05_12 Unknown
Gearing and ironwork of beam-engine type 
machine within watermill(?) building late C20

UNKNOWN05_13 Unknown
Gearing and ironwork of beam-engine type 
machine within watermill(?) building late C20

UNKNOWN05_14 Unknown
Beam engine type machine within 
watermill(?) building late C20

UNKNOWN05_15 Unknown View of bin floor of watermill late C20

UNKNOWN05_16 Unknown
View of unidentified ancillary machine inside 
watermill building late C20

UNKNOWN05_17 Unknown
Beam engine type machine within 
watermill(?) building late C20

UNKNOWN05_18 Unknown
Internal view of watermill showing pit wheel, 
wallower, upright shaft and great spur wheel late C20

UNKNOWN05_19 Unknown
Undentified apparatus with crankshafts 
inside watermill(?) building late C20



UNKNOWN05_20 Lancashire: Clifton Derelict tower mill with two sails c1970
UNKNOWN06_01 Lancashire: Clifton Derelict tower mill with two sails c1970
UNKNOWN06_02 Lancashire: Clifton Derelict tower mill with two sails c1970

UNKNOWN06_03 Cheshire: Great Saughall
House-converted tower mill with cap and 
sails

early to 
mid-
1970s

UNKNOWN06_04 Cheshire/Lancashire Derelict tower of tower mill 1970s

UNKNOWN06_05 Unknown Derelict brick watermill(?) building by road

early to 
mid-
1970s

UNKNOWN06_06

Hereford and Worcester: Stoke Prior, 
Avoncroft Museum of Buildings, mill from 
Danzey Green in Warwickshire Restored post mill with sails

early 
1970s

UNKNOWN06_07

Hereford and Worcester: Stoke Prior, 
Avoncroft Museum of Buildings, mill from 
Danzey Green in Warwickshire Restored post mill with sails

early 
1970s

UNKNOWN06_08

Hereford and Worcester: Stoke Prior, 
Avoncroft Museum of Buildings, mill from 
Danzey Green in Warwickshire Restored post mill with sails

early 
1970s

UNKNOWN06_09

Hereford and Worcester: Stoke Prior, 
Avoncroft Museum of Buildings, mill from 
Danzey Green in Warwickshire Restored post mill with sails

early 
1970s

UNKNOWN06_10

Hereford and Worcester: Stoke Prior, 
Avoncroft Museum of Buildings, mill from 
Danzey Green in Warwickshire Restored post mill with sails

early 
1970s

UNKNOWN06_11 Lancashire: Lytham Preserved tower mill with sails 1970s

UNKNOWN06_12 Cheshire: Great Saughall
House-converted tower mill with cap and 
sails

early to 
mid-
1970s

UNKNOWN06_13 Unknown, prob. Scotland
Unidentified watermill building showing part 
of wheel late C20

UNKNOWN06_14 Unknown, prob. Scotland Mill in 06_13 seen from other side, by road late C20



UNKNOWN06_15 Lancashire: Kirkham House-converted tower mill with dummy cap

early to 
mid-
1970s

UNKNOWN06_16
Scotland: Dumfriesshire, Hoddam, Shortrigg 
Mill

Tower mill shell with conical roof; circular 
brick structure (horse mill?) adjacent 1970s

UNKNOWN06_17
Scotland: Dumfriesshire, Hoddam, Shortrigg 
Mill

Tower mill shell with conical roof; circular 
brick structure (horse mill?) adjacent 1970s

UNKNOWN06_18 Lancashire: Thornton, Marsh Mill Preserved tower mill with sails
mid-late 
1960s

UNKNOWN06_19 Lancashire: Thornton, Marsh Mill Preserved tower mill with sails
mid-late 
1960s

UNKNOWN06_20 Lancashire: Little Marton
Preserved tower mill with sails and dummy 
cap

late 60s 
or early 
70s

UNKNOWN07_01
Scotland: Wigtownshire, Kirkinner, 
Barwhanny Mill Stone tower mill shell 1970s

UNKNOWN07_02 Scotland: Berwickshire, Swinton Stump of stone tower mill 1970s

UNKNOWN07_03 Prob. Scotland Derelict stone watermill building with wheel 1970s

UNKNOWN07_04 Prob. Scotland Derelict stone watermill building with wheel 1970s Same mill as 07_03

UNKNOWN07_05 Prob. Scotland Derelict stone watermill building with wheel 1970s Same mill as 07_03

UNKNOWN07_06 Unknown
Blurred photograph of stone floor of 
watermill showing two pairs of stones late C20

UNKNOWN07_07 Scotland: Wigtownshire, Stoneykirk
Stone tower mill shell, possibly reduced in 
height late C20

Identification of this mill, as with 
other Scottish examples, is from 
Douglas, Oglethorpe and Hume

UNKNOWN07_08
Scotland: Wigtownshire, Kirkmaiden, Logan 
mill Castellated stone tower mill shell late C20



UNKNOWN07_09 Prob. Scotland Cairn with triangulation stone in centre late C20 No apparent mill relevance

UNKNOWN07_10 Sussex: Nutley

Post mill, restoration almost complete with 
sails in place but work still being done to 
boarding c1972

UNKNOWN07_11
Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's Town or 
Blackdown Mill Preserved smock mill with sails c1972

UNKNOWN07_12 Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill
House-converted tower mill with cap and 
sails (man working on one of latter) c1972

UNKNOWN07_13 Unknown
Part of small wooden watermill building with 
sluice gate, pipe and stone trough late C20

UNKNOWN07_14
Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's Town or 
Blackdown Mill Preserved smock mill with sails c1972

UNKNOWN07_15 Kent: Meopham Preserved smock mill with sails

early to 
mid-
1970s

UNKNOWN07_16 Unknown

Metal wind engine with windwheel lying on 
ground beside pylon; unidentified circular 
brick structure nearby late C20

UNKNOWN07_17 Unknown

Millstone embedded in ground as ornament; 
large stone building (watermill?) in 
background late C20

UNKNOWN07_18 Unknown Detail of millstone in previous image late C20

UNKNOWN07_19 Unknown

Detail of millstone preserved as ornament at 
same site as 07_17-18; this one is a peak 
whereas previous is French Burr late C20

UNKNOWN07_20 Unknown Large brick watermill building by river late C20

UNKNOWN08_01 Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill Millwright supervising fitting of new sails c1972

UNKNOWN08_02 Netherlands
Pair of preserved open-trestle post mills with 
sails late C20 This image seen on previous discs



UNKNOWN08_03 Unknown

Interior of horse mill showing main gear 
wheel, intermediary gearing and two pairs of 
stones, one very small, on hurst frames late C20

UNKNOWN08_04 Netherlands: Kinderdijk
Group of eleven drainage mills, ten smock 
and one polder, all apparently turning late C20

UNKNOWN08_05 Netherlands: Arnhem
Preserved "paltrok" saw mill in open-air 
museum late C20

UNKNOWN08_06 Netherlands: Arnhem
Preserved smock, paltrok and meadow mills 
in open-air museum late C20

UNKNOWN08_07 Sussex: Selsey, Medmerry Mill
Preserved tower mill with part of one sail 
missing c1976

UNKNOWN08_08 Prob.Sussex Small cottage-like building by road late c20
No apparent mill relevance: more 
likely to be former toll house

UNKNOWN08_09 Netherlands: Arnhem
Preserved "paltrok" saw mill in open-air 
museum late C20

UNKNOWN08_10 Netherlands: Arnhem Preserved post mll in open-air museum late C20

UNKNOWN08_11 Unknown
View inside watermill(?) building showing 
great spur wheel, stone nut and hurst frame late C20

UNKNOWN08_12 Unknown
Circular saw-like gearwheel mounted in 
frame late C20

UNKNOWN08_13 Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill
House-converted tower mill awaiting fitting 
of new sails, which lie nearby in mill yard c1972

UNKNOWN08_14 Sussex: Nutley

Post mill, restoration almost complete with 
sails in place but two men on ladders working 
on weatherboarding c1972

UNKNOWN08_15 Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill

View of fanstage of house-converted tower 
mill, with new guide pole for striking chain 
being raised into position c1972



UNKNOWN08_16 Poss. Canary Islands or Azores

Small derelict tower mill with common(?) 
sails, cap, tailpole and stone steps leading up 
to main door late C20

UNKNOWN08_17 Poss. Canary Islands or Azores

Small derelict tower mill with common(?) 
sails, cap, tailpole and stone steps leading up 
to main door late C20 Same mill as in 08_17

UNKNOWN08_18 Poss. Canary Islands or Azores

Mill similar in type and condition to that in 
previous two images, but in (run-down) 
urban garden setting late C20

UNKNOWN08_19 Poss. Canary Islands or Azores

Mill similar in type and condition to those in 
previous three images: not sure if same as in 
08_18 late c20

UNKNOWN08_20 Scotland: Ayrshire, Ballantrae Stone tower mill shell late c20

UNKNOWN09_01 Scotland: Ayrshire, Ballantrae Stone tower mill shell showing vaulted base late C20

UNKNOWN09_02 Netherlands: Arnhem Preserved post mill in open-air museum late C20

UNKNOWN09_03 Netherlands: Arnhem Preserved post mill in open-air museum late C20

UNKNOWN09_04 Sussex: Nutley
Preserved post mill with common sails 
canvassed 1970s

UNKNOWN09_05 Netherlands: Arnhem
Preserved tower mill, meadow mill and 
tjasker mill in open-air museum late C20

UNKNOWN09_06 Scotland?
Small stone watermill building with "oast 
house" cowling on top late C20

UNKNOWN09_07 Scotland? Small stone watermill building with wheel late C20

UNKNOWN09_08 Scotland?
Large stone watermill building with "oast 
house" cowling on top late C20

UNKNOWN09_09 Scotland?
Close-up of iron waterwheel, probably that 
of mill in previous image late C20

UNKNOWN09_10 Unknown
Large stone building which is presumably 
watermill late C20



UNKNOWN09_11 Scotland? shell of small stone tower mill late C20
UNKNOWN09_12 Scotland: Ayrshire, Monkton Stone tower mill shell with conical roof late C20

UNKNOWN09_13 Suffolk: Thelnetham
Derelict tower mill with collapsing cap and 
two sails c1970

UNKNOWN09_14 Essex: Bocking Churchstreet Preserved post mill with sails
early 
1970s

UNKNOWN09_15 Suffolk: Drinkstone Post mill in working order c1972
UNKNOWN09_16 Norfolk: Caston Derelict tower mill with sails c1970

UNKNOWN09_17 Norfolk: Garboldisham

Derelict post mill with two sails and 
roundhouse roof missing and body propped 
at front c1972

UNKNOWN09_18 Essex: Stock Detail of cap and sails of preserved tower mill
early 
1970s

UNKNOWN09_19 Essex: Stock Preserved tower mill with sails c1971

UNKNOWN09_20 Norfolk: Reedham, Polkey's Mill

Derelict tower windump with brakewheel 
and four sails: chimney of steam pumping 
engine visible nearby 1970s

UNKNOWN10_01 Norfolk: Reedham

Shell of small tower windpump, with chimney 
of steam pump and Polkey's Mill visible in 
background 1970s

UNKNOWN10_02 Lincolnshire: Sibsey, Trader Mill Preserved tower mill with six sails
mid-late 
1970s

UNKNOWN10_03 Lincolnshire: Heckington
Preserved tower mill with eight sails (cap 
under repair)

1960s or 
70s

UNKNOWN10_04 Suffolk: Stanton Derelict post mill with two sails

early or 
mid-
1970s

UNKNOWN10_05 East Anglia?
Snow scene showing group of buildings 
including watermill with lucam late C20



UNKNOWN10_06 Foreign?

Interesting modern windmill apparently for 
generating electricity (cables run from it); has 
Mediterranean-type jib sails and main part is 
brick column late C20 "SCP" on side of main structure

UNKNOWN10_07
Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's Town or 
Blackdown Mill

Smock mill under repair following lightning 
strike c1980

UNKNOWN10_08
Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's Town or 
Blackdown Mill

Preserved smock mill showing damage by 
lightning to sails and body c1980

UNKNOWN10_09 Suffolk: Woodbridge Preserved tidal watermill with wheel late C20

UNKNOWN10_10 Sussex: Clayton, "Jill"

Simon Potter, Frank Gregory and Martin 
Brunnarius(?) working on sails of post mill 
during early phase of restoration 1979

Shows three well-known mill 
personalities and is also possibly the 
definitive Frank Gregory mill 
photograph!

UNKNOWN10_11 Unknown, prob. SE England

Part of brick/weatherboarded watermill 
building showing two men working on 
repair/reconstruction of wooden waterwheel late C20

Good view which shows millwrights 
at work and also the design and 
construction of the wheel

UNKNOWN10_12 Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill

Derelict and sailless post mill propped up for 
repair with men manouevring timber into 
position to act as further support for front of 
windshaft

1980s or 
early 90s

UNKNOWN10_13 Netherlands Preserved smock mill with sails
1950s or 
60s

UNKNOWN10_14 Netherlands or Belgium Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails
1950s or 
60s

UNKNOWN10_15 Sussex: Cowfold

"Eolienne Bollee" - distinctive type of iron 
wind engine of French design, this example 
being intact

mid-late 
C20

UNKNOWN10_16 Netherlands

Part of base and thatched tower of smock 
drainage mill, also showing detail of tailpole 
and winding wheel late C20



UNKNOWN10_17 Sussex: Barnham
Preserved tower mill, still in use as part of 
milling business, with two sails 1950s

UNKNOWN10_18 Foreign?
Large red-painted and weatherboarded 
watermill building on brick lower storey late C20

UNKNOWN10_19 Kent: Cranbrook, Union Mill Preserved smock mill with sails late C20

UNKNOWN10_20 Prob. Surrey/Sussex
House-converted watermill building by 
millpond late C20

UNKNOWN11_01
Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's Town or 
Blackdown Mill Preserved smock mill with sails

1980s or 
90s

UNKNOWN11_02 Sussex: Eastbourne, Black Mill
Sketch/engraving showing extremely tailsick 
post mill with sails late C19

Illustration captioned "The Black 
Mill, Mill Gap, Old Eastbourne"

UNKNOWN11_03 Unknown
Group of buildings by pond, one of which is 
presumably a watermill late C20

UNKNOWN11_04 Unknown
Woman attending to unidentified machine 
within what is apparently watermill building late C20

UNKNOWN11_05 Unknown

Interior view of watermill showing pit wheel, 
wallower, upright shaft, great spur wheel and 
hursting late C20

UNKNOWN11_06 Unknown
Interior view of watermill showing great spur 
wheel, two pairs of stones and hurst frame(?) late C20

UNKNOWN11_07 Unknown

Interior view of watermill showing pit wheel, 
wallower, upright shaft, great spur wheel and 
hursting late C20

UNKNOWN11_08 Prob. Hampshire, Whitchurch silk mill
Exterior view of preserved watermill building 
with cupola and clock tower on roof late C20

UNKNOWN11_09 Scotland?

View looking down from hillside onto 
thatched roof of long low structure which is 
presumably a mill late C20



UNKNOWN11_10 Scotland?

View looking down from hillside onto 
thatched roof of long low structure which is 
presumably a mill late C20

UNKNOWN11_11 Unknown
Part of stone watermill building with wheel, 
seen through undergrowth late C20

UNKNOWN11_12 Unknown House-converted tower mill stump late C20

UNKNOWN11_13 Unknown
Part of watermill building showing derelict 
wheel late C20

UNKNOWN11_14 Unknown

Part of preserved watermill building showing 
wheel under repair, also oat crusher(?) on 
display late C20

UNKNOWN11_15 Unknown
Preserved watermill building (one seen in 
previous image) with wheel under repair late C20

UNKNOWN11_16 Unknown
Large stone watermill building, apparently in 
use as barn late C20

UNKNOWN11_17 Unknown Preserved stone watermill building late C20

UNKNOWN11_18 Unknown
Derelict stone watermill building showing 
remains of wheel late C20

UNKNOWN11_19 Unknown Derelict stone watermill building late C20

UNKNOWN11_20 Unknown
Part of stone watermill building with 
millstone leaning against wall late C20
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